Impact of Fracture Line Width on Radiographic Diagnosis
of Vertical Root Fractures: Analysis of the Generalised
Estimating Equation Model
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Objective: To undertake a joint analysis of the influence of fracture width, dental thickness
and distance of the fracture from the cortical bone on the radiographic diagnosis of vertical
root fractures.
Methods: Thirty-six uniradicular bovine teeth were endodontically treated and distributed
into three groups according to the remaining root dentine thickness: 1.2 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.8
mm. Each group comprised 12 teeth, six with vertical root fracture and six without. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the fractured tooth groups were obtained and the
fracture lines were measured. All specimens were inserted into bone defects created in bovine
ribs, at different distances from the external cortical bone. Digital periapical radiographs were
randomly evaluated by three blinded examiners (presence or absence of fractures).
Results: The specificity for periapical radiography was found to be 89% and the accuracy
rate was 57.4%. The mixed-model regression using the generalised estimating equation (GEE)
model showed that the width of the fracture line and the thickness of the dental remnant play an
important role in radiographic detection of vertical root fractures. There is a lower chance of
correct diagnosis with fracture line widths < 0.2 mm (odds ratio [OR] 0.294, 95% confidence
interval [CI] 0.103 to 0.836; P = 0.022) and tooth thicknesses < 1.2 mm (OR 0.342, 95% CI
0.157 to 0.747; P = 0.007).
Conclusion: Fracture line widths < 0.2 mm and smaller root thicknesses lead to a less
accurate diagnosis of vertical root fractures on periapical radiographs.
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Vertical root fracture (VRF) is characterised by a longitudinally orientated fracture plane that begins at the
root apex and extends to the coronal part of the tooth1.
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Most signs and symptoms of VRF are nonspecific, thus
limiting the reliability of the available methods for VRF
detection2. CBCT has been suggested as a superior volumetric imaging system to periapical radiography in VRF
diagnosis3-6; however, beam-hardening artefacts substantially reduce its performance7 by hampering visualisation of or even mimicking the fracture line.
Incomplete root fractures are particularly difficult
to detect on both periapical radiographs and CBCT8.
Previous studies have compared periapical radiography
and CBCT in assessing VRF8-11 and revealed divergent
and imprecise results for the two systems, thus hindering clear diagnosis of VRF and correct indication of
the best system to use1,12. According to the American
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Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology, periapical radiography represents the initial imaging modality
of choice in evaluating the suspected fractures13 that
may be observed on the root surface as a vertically orientated radiolucent line8. In fact, a fracture can only be
visualised in radiographic examinations when the central beam of the x-rays is parallel to the fracture plane
or within ± 4 degrees variation of it. Thus, a complementary approach recommends a horizontal angulation
variation in radiographic images15.
Several factors associated with image acquisition
have been investigated for radiographic diagnosis of
VRF, including the influence of root filling materials16,
the presence of metallic posts9,17, comparison of diff
ferent digital and conventional systems18, the angulation in obtaining the radiographic images15 and the
influence of the fracture line width3,4,10. The results of
these studies showed low accuracy of periapical radiography, especially because of the sensitivity of this
examination method; however, these results should be
interpreted with caution owing to the methodological
differences across studies and the lack of simultaneous
testing of the multiple predisposing factors that could
influence the radiographic detection of VRF. For this
reason, considering that periapical radiography is the
main auxiliary method for diagnosing VRF and that
current studies focus on individualised evaluation of the
factors influencing its diagnosis, and are thus not very
representative of clinical conditions, it is important to
understand what dependent or joint factors are relevant
to radiographic diagnosis of VRF. As such, this study
aims to evaluate the influence of dental thickness, fracture width and the distance of fracture from the cortical
bone in the radiographic diagnosis of VRF, using a
methodology that considers the association of variables.

structural abnormalities or incomplete root formation
were excluded.
Sample preparation
The crowns of the teeth were removed, leaving the
remaining tooth at 15 mm in length. The samples were
divided into three groups according to their visible dentine
thickness: 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 mm. These groups were based
on the study by Katz and Tamse19, who used a final mean
thickness of 1.49 ± 0.16 mm after endodontic treatment.
CBCT images (Orthopantomograph OP300, KaVo Dental, Tuusula, Finland) of the cervical, middle and apical
regions were acquired and their thickness was measured
using CS3D imaging software (v 3.1, Carestream Dental,
Rochester, NY, USA). The final thickness of the dental
remnant was established by taking the arithmetic mean of
the three regions.
After random allocation of the groups, the sample
units were worn using a #3 Peeso Reamer (Dentsply
Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) in a motor at low
rotation, guided by a digital caliper and periapical
transoperative radiographs according to the group
being studied. The root canals were then obturated
using a thermoplastic technique with a McSpadden
0.50 condenser and gutta-percha cones (both Dentsply
Maillefer) with epoxy amine resin cement (AH Plus,
Dentsply Sirona, Charlotte, NC, USA).
Each group received 12 sample units, which were
later divided randomly into six fractured and six nonfractured teeth. Simulation of the periodontal ligament
for induction of VRF was performed according to the
methodology proposed by Soares et al20, after which
fractures were induced using a universal test machine
(Instron, TTDML, Canton, OH, USA) using a 2000 kg/
force load cell at a speed of 0.05 mm/min.

Materials and methods
This experimental study was approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Research of our university
(protocol no. 129/17).
Sample acquisition
Thirty-six single-rooted bovine teeth were acquired
commercially from a specialist company (Mondelli
Indústria de Alimentos, São Paulo, Brazil) for use as the
study sample. The teeth were inspected microscopically
(OPMI, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) to examine the
external root surfaces. Teeth exhibiting cracks, fractured
cusps, pre-existing fractures (split tooth, complete or
incomplete vertical root fracture), external resorptions,
198

Performing scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
SEM images of the fractured teeth were acquired to
measure the fracture line (Figs 1 and 2). The teeth were
dried at room temperature and scanned with a JEOL
JSM IT300LV microscope (JEOL USA, Peabody, MA,
USA) operating under a low vacuum, at a magnification
of 15×. The image analysis was performed with ImageJ
(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA),
using the linear measurement tool in the cervical, middle
and apical regions of the fracture tract. The final width
was defined as the highest value found. The maximum
fracture width in the sample ranged from 0.04 to 0.40
mm, with a mean of 0.14 ± 0.07 mm.
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Fig 1 Dental remnant with fracture line < 0.2 mm. (a) Photograph of the fractured dental element. (b) SEM with 15× magnification, showing the fracture line. (c) Periapical radiograph
with no evidence of VRF.

Fig 2 Dental remnant with fracture line > 0.2 mm. (a) Photograph of the fractured dental element. (b) SEM with 15× magnification, showing the fracture line. (c) Periapical radiograph
with the radiolucent line on the proximal aspect compatible
with VRF (arrowhead).

Phantom preparation

All radiographic images were obtained using a Focus
periapical unit (KaVo Dental) operating at 70 kVp and
7 mA and using size 2 phosphor plates (14.3 pl/mm,
886 × 1171 pixels) from the Express system (KaVo
Dental). The exposure time was 0.2 s and a sensor-focus
distance of 40 cm was used to obtain images at three
horizontal angles, namely orthoradial, mesioradial and
distoradial, with a variation of 15 degrees.
The images were analysed by simultaneously examining the three radiographs at different angulations of
each tooth. Three calibrated and independent examiners, two radiologists and one endodontist, all with
at least 5 years of experience, classified the images
according to the evaluation presence of VRF using a
5-point scale: 1, VRF definitely present; 2, VRF probably present; 3, uncertain; 4, VRF probably absent; and
5, VRF definitely absent. All the images were evaluated
in a low-light environment on an XPS X8700 computer
with an Intel 3.4 GHz processor, 12 GB memory, 2 TB
hard drive and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 645 graphics

The cortical bone was simulated by using a bovine rib as
a phantom. Bone defects were produced by simulating
the dental alveoli (Fig 3). The phantom was prepared
using a MaxiCut drill (American Burrs, Palhoça, Santa
Catarina, Brazil) mounted on a low rotation motor to
perform the scoring, which occurred at 1 mm on the
cortical bone, and at a distance of 1 and 3 mm from the
cortical bone.
Radiographic acquisition
Each tooth from each different group was radiographed
individually in the three bovine rib bone defects being
studied, which were surrounded by a thin layer of wax to
simulate the attenuation of the x-ray beam. The images
were acquired by positioning a phantom on an acrylic
platform coupled to a transferor, as previously described
by Nascimento et al16.
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the main effects of each variable. GEE regression parameters were expressed as the odds ratio (OR) at a 95%
confidence interval (CI). The significance of the model
effects was tested using Wald chi-square statistics, and
the statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.
Results
Fig 3 Bovine rib phantom used to evaluate the distance from
the cortical bone. (a) 1 mm wear of cortical bone, (b) 1 mm
from cortical bone and (c) 3 mm from cortical bone.

card (Dell, Austin, TX, USA) and a 28-inch colour
monitor (UltraHD, Dell).
Data analysis
Data analysis was performed using SPSS software (version 24.0, IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Descriptive statistics were used to summarise the data on VRF and independent factors. The VRF data classified by the raters
were cross-tabulated with the dichotomous condition of
the dental roots (whether fractured or not) to calculate
the rates of the correct measures to be used in the overall
measures, and by each of the raters, whose performance
in the detection of VRF was expressed as accurate.
The outcome variable was labelled as a correct rating
– code = 1 (true positive [TP] and true negative [TN]
cases) or as an incorrect rating – code = 0 (false positive
[FP] and false negative [FN] cases). Since the measurements were clustered among the raters and along the
different distances of the cortical bone, there was a violation of the assumption of independence of data. Thus,
correct identification of the root condition (fractured or
not) was modelled by mixed-model regression using a
generalised estimating equation (GEE).
The original database was changed to a format that
rearranged the groups of related columns into groups of
rows in the new data file using the “restructure” command in the software. The analysis was specified as a
binomial distribution, and the Logit as the link function,
in order to run the GEE model for the binary outcome.
The independent factors in the regression model were
the raters (three levels), the distance from the cortical bone (proximal, central and distal positions), the
width of the fracture line (no fracture, < 0.2 mm and
PP DQG WKH ZLGWK RI WKH UHPDLQLQJ URRW VWUXFWXUH
(three levels). All the predictors were entered into the
regression model using the forced entry method to test
200

The sensitivity and specificity values, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and accuracy values
for each examiner, in relation to the fracture diagnosed
by periapical radiography, are presented in Table 1. The
highest value found was for specificity, resulting in a
greater ability to diagnose non-fractured teeth correctly
according to 85% of all three evaluators. Periapical radiography presented a correct VRF detection rate of 57%.
Use of the GEE made it possible to establish that
there was no statistically significant relation between
the different evaluators or the distance of the cortical
bone and the correct diagnosis of VRF (Table 2), considering P < 0.05 for all the variables. The width of the
fracture line and the thickness of the dental remnant
played an important role in detecting VRF, and the
chance of correct diagnosis was lower when the fracture
width was reduced (< 0.2 mm: OR 0.294, 95% CI 0.103
to 0.836; P = 0.022) or the remaining tooth was reduced
(lower: OR 0.342, 95% CI 0.157 to 0.74; P = 0.007),
except in non-fractured cases (OR 12.052, 95% CI
5.923 to 24.526; P > 0.001), which presented a greater
FKDQFH RI VXFFHVV WKDQ FDVHV ZLWK ZLGWK   PP
Poor agreement was observed between the examiners
in detecting VRF. Table 3 shows the interobserver kappa
coefficients for VRF detection in periapical radiographs
for each examiner. The intraexaminer kappa calculation
indicated that substantial agreement was obtained in
VRF detection, except for Examiner 1 (Table 4).
Discussion
In the present in vitro model, the width of the fracture
line and the thickness of the dental remnant played important roles in VRF detection regardless of the distance
from the tooth to the cortical bone. Fracture width seems
to be a more determining factor for detection than dental remnant thickness, since larger fracture widths are
more easily detected when the fracture plane is parallel
to the central x-ray beam14. When the remaining tooth
was reduced in dentine thickness, there was a smaller
chance of correct VRF. This is because greater force
was required to produce VRF in thicker teeth with the
universal test machine, resulting in fractures with larger
widths that favour their detection.
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Table 1 Measurements taken from a 2 × 2 table applied to determine accuracy of assessment of teeth with possible VRF using
periapical radiographs.
Rater

Number of images Sensitivity

Specificity Positive predictive value Negative predictive value Accuracy (%)

#1
#2
#3
Overall

108
108
108
324

0.61
1.00
0.96
0.85

Table 2

0.51
0.12
0.22
0.29

0.57
1.00
0.85
0.67

0.55
0.53
0.55
0.54

0.56
0.56
0.59
0.57

GEE parameters for the probability of correct diagnosis of VRF in radiographs.

Parameter

OR

Intercept
#1
#2
#3
Proximal
Central
Distal
No fracture
< 0.2 mm
≥ 0.2 mm
Lower
Intermediary
Higher

Rater

Distance to cortical bone

Width of fracture line

Chance of correct diagnosis with remaining
root structure width

Table 3 Kappa values for interexaminer agreement in interr
preting periapical radiographs for VRF diagnosis.

1.301
0.828
0.828
1.000
0.647
1.066
1.000
12.052
0.294
1.000
0.342
0.464
1.000

0.036
0.072
0.531

Several studies have investigated the accuracy of
periapical radiographs in detecting an artificially made
VRF and reported similar results, with low sensitivity and high specificity values9-11. Our main objective
was not to confirm the difficulty of VRF radiographic
detection, but rather to understand the impact of factors
acting simultaneously to influence the formation/definition of the radiographic image in VRF diagnosis using
a regression model.
The present authors formed three experimental
groups composed of teeth with different thicknesses.
The selection considered the influence of dentine thickness in the development of VRF21 and the knowledge
that VRF is more prevalent in teeth with a reduced dental structure, such as mandibular molars and maxillary
premolars22-24, often with endodontic treatment25 and/
or with intraradicular retainers26,27. The remaining tooth
thickness may vary according to the type of teeth, the
endodontic instrumentation technique (manual, rotary,
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Upper

Significance

0.473
0.269
0.555
0.000
0.355
0.586
0.000
5.923
0.103
0.000
0.157
0.167
0.000

3.581
2.551
1.235
0.000
1.177
1.939
0.000
24.526
0.836
0.000
0.747
1.284
0.000

0.610
0.742
0.354
0.000
0.154
0.834
0.000
> 0.001
0.022
0.000
0.007
0.139
0.000

Table 4 Kappa values for intraexaminer agreement of VRF
diagnosis.

K value
Examiner 1 × Examiner 2
Examiner 1 × Examiner 3
Examiner 2 × Examiner 3

95% CI
Lower

K value
Examiner 1
Examiner 2
Examiner 3

0.293
0.730
0.738

etc.)25,28 and the type of preparation made to receive an
intraradicular retainer29. In this respect, reduced dental
structure is associated with greater susceptibility to
VRF30 and greater radiographic sharpness. A smaller
thickness offers less resistance to x-ray attenuation
and may thus favour greater radiographic sharpness,
facilitating radiographic detection of VRF31. Despite
the greater sharpness of the radiographic image of the
dental thickness, this did not facilitate correct diagnosis
of VRF in the present study.
We also hypothesised that the distance from the
tooth to the cortical bone would influence the radiographic detection of VRF. This could be an important
factor to study since the different dental groups have
distinctive positions in relation to the bone, e.g., anterior teeth are usually implanted closer to the cortical
bone compared to the posterior teeth32. This hypothesis
can be explained by the fact that superimposition of
a thicker bone layer can make it difficult to visualise
201
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radiolucent structures in radiographic images33 since
objects located along the long axis of an x-ray beam are
projected to the same spot on the radiographic receptor.
Thus, the proximity of fractured teeth to the cortical
bone and the image receptor may increase the sharpness
of the images, which could facilitate VRF diagnosis;
however, the present data show that the distance of the
cortical bone from the VRF was not a factor associated
with VRF detection.
Our model also included an analysis of fracture
width. Brady et al10 compared the accuracy of periapical radiography and CBCT in detecting both complete
(when fragments are separated) and incomplete VRF
(when fragments are not separated) in endodontically
untreated teeth in an ex vivo model. Comparison of
complete versus incomplete VRF revealed that the area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve was
not significant, but that the sensitivity was significantly
higher in the group with complete fracture than that
with incomplete fracture. In our study, the accuracy of
periapical radiography was low, corroborating previous
studies8,10,11; however, our model of analysis did not
separate the teeth into complete or incomplete fracture
groups, because it was believed that fracture width does
not necessarily imply that fragments are separated, but
does influence their detection. The fracture width must
be great enough for the x-ray beam to cross it in order to
form a radiographic image12. Separated fragments would
indeed aid in the diagnosis of VRF by revealing other
radiographic signs, such as periradicular bone loss34.
Patel et al8 used a methodology similar to that of
Brady et al10 to create fractures in endodontically
treated human teeth. They reported that no incomplete fracture (0.05 to 0.11 mm) was detected radiographically, and that only 19% of complete fractures
(> 0.2 mm) were detected8. They also stated that both
radiographically and CBCT-generated area under the
curve values are inaccurate8. Özer3 compared the ability of both CBCT and digital periapical radiography to
diagnose VRF of different thicknesses (< 0.2 mm, 0.2
mm and 0.4 mm) and concluded that radiographs presented better results, concurrently with larger fracture
thicknesses; moreover, 41.6% of the fractures < 0.2 mm
were correctly diagnosed, and 60% of all the fractures
were 0.4 mm thick. Corroborating their findings, we
found that fractures > 0.2 mm were more likely to be
diagnosed compared with fractures < 0.2 mm, regardless of the distance between the dental structure and the
cortical bone or the thickness of the tooth.
This in vitro model with bovine teeth allowed the
impact of cortical distance, tooth thickness and fracture
width to be evaluated jointly and controllably in per202

forming VRF diagnosis. Despite the limitations inherent to an in vitro study, use of the bovine model allowed
standardisation of the tooth length, shape and age, thus
reducing the bias related to these parameters. The chemical composition and tensile strength and modulus of
elasticity of bovine tooth enamel and dentine are mostly
similar to those of human teeth, making bovine alternatives the first choice when replacing human teeth for
research purposes35-37. Despite the morphological diff
ferences between bovine and human teeth, studies with
bovine teeth have presented results comparable to those
obtained with extracted human teeth35.
This study used high resolution SEM images to determine the fracture line width accurately, thus allowing
microstructural visualisation and high image magnification23, which enabled assigned limits to be evaluated
clearly. The quantitative analysis from SEM images is
a feasible technique conventionally performed with the
ImageJ image processing tool38.
Since periapical radiography is the first auxiliary
method to evaluate a suspected fracture, it is important to understand its limitations in order to be more
rational and specific in indicating the most suitable
imaging option. The present results corroborate those
of Özer3 and Patel et al8 and show that when the VRF
cannot be identified radiographically, this is probably
due to its small width. In this case, CBCT with a voxel
size < 0.2 mm is indicated and increases the chance of
VRF detection, even in the presence of artefacts.
Conclusion
In conclusion, diagnosis of VRF using digital periapical
radiographs is influenced by the width of the fracture line.
A distance > 0.2 mm between dental fragments tends to
provide a greater number of correct diagnoses of VRF.
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